


‘Seek To Know The Power That Is Within You” – Joseph Campbell 

Allow us to take you deep inside yourself to find, build and unlock your inner power.

The unique camp setting and elements of nature across varied terrains and conditions from 
morning to night, will help you to gain a deeper understanding of yourself.

Explore concepts to build a body that is strong, flexible, free moving and adaptable.
Forge a strong spirit and stable resilient psyche. 

Discover how to build power with every movement and perform better with less fatigue.

With world class instruction and a positive energetic group of people come to truly know yourself 
in all aspects of breathing, health and fighting. 

Friday 19th November to Monday 22nd November 2021

Adelaide Hills, South Australia

seminars@h2htactics.com
+61 438 879 714

mailto:seminars@h2htactics.com


Coming from a diverse range of martial arts 
and combatives, David discovered Systema in 
2011 and made his first trip to Toronto in 2012 
to experience the Full Range Systema Camp. 
Since then he has returned every year to train 
directly with Vladimir Vasiliev to further 
develop himself. 

His experience from the field of security
operations helps people understand practical 
application of Systema within conflict and 
stressful situations and to see the health 
benefits it brings.

Fully accredited under Vladimir Vasiliev, David 
teaches in Adelaide at H2H Tactics and 
regularly hosts international instructors. 



Steve started his martial arts journey at the age 
of 15. Karate was his first step, until he was 
introduced to Systema in 2008. In 2009 he 
travelled to Toronto Systema HQ to train with 
Vladimir Vasiliev and has returned every year 
since to continue his training and development. 
Over the years he has participated in many 
workshops and seminars with top international 
instructors to further hone his skills. His strong 
passion for health, movement and wellbeing is 
reflected in his calm and patient teaching style. 
Fully accredited under Vladimir Vasiliev, Steve 
teaches and trains in Melbourne with Systema 
United.

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTORS
Further assistance throughout the camp will be 
provided by assistant instructors certified under 
Vladimir Vasiliev.



Itinerary applies to most camp days. 
Times may change on arrival and 
departure days and are subject to 
change.

Wake up 7am
BREATHWORK & EXERCISE 715am
Breakfast served at 830am
MORNING TRAINING 
Lunch served at 1230pm
AFTERNOON TRAINING
Dinner served at 6pm
EVENING WORKSHOP

There is no obligation to participate in 
every scheduled activity. You may choose 
to rest by the river or in your room, 
observe the training or take notes.



BREATHWORK 

Find the optimum use of your breath to 
support tension free movement, enhance 
awareness, health and manage fatigue. 
Discover breathing as a key to manage 
tension, fear, aggression and pain.

HEALTH

Build a healthy, powerful body through the 
practice of varied movements and exercises. 
Work with bodyweight and percussive 
massage to heal yourself and others. Restore 
yourself from everyday training and explore 
development of a combative body. 

SYSTEMA FUNDAMENTALS

Practice and explore primary and advanced 
hand-to-hand combat, holds and escapes, 
ground fighting, use and disarming of 
weapons and many other aspects of combat



STRIKES

Weaponise your entire body through learning a 
variety of strikes. From obvious to hidden, 
surface to internal and how to deliver these with 
power and precision. Understand how to 
correctly deliver and receive strikes safely for 
both combat and healing

PRACTICAL CONTROL OF EMOTIONS

Identify and control the core emotions that 
destroy our success in training, fighting and 
everyday life: anger, fear, resentment, 
depression, irritation and pride. Detect and 
remove tension and fear in yourself and partners.
Use training across varied terrains and situations 
to manage and stabilise your psyche.



FEAR CONTROL

Learn to manage and overcome fear. 
Understand the triggers and reactions whilst 
developing skills to clean and restore your 
psyche. Study the effects of fear on your 
physical response and how to control it. 

MOVEMENT

Unlock your natural movement whilst 
remaining swift, subtle and effortless. Build 
power with every movement and develop 
precision under any situation and varied 
terrain. 



SURVIVAL 

Train in varied environments such as uneven 
terrain, rain, heat, darkness, wet ground and 
others. Work with your breath, body and 
psyche to conquer and overcome the 
challenges of the unknown whilst maintaining 
a body free of tension and full of power. 

MULTIPLE ATTACKERS AND CROWD

Practice the skill of working with and within 
crowds and groups. 
Expand your awareness and attention to focus 
on multiple situations and persons at once.
Study team-work and multiple opponent 
control whilst maintaining a clear and calm 
state. 



CLOTHING AS A WEAPON

Study the various applications, advantages and 
limitations of clothing.
Work with restraints, take downs, defense 
from weapons and how to hide your work. 

(We suggest clothing you don’t mind damaged is worn for this)

CONDITIONING

Strengthen the body and spirit through breath 

work and exercise. Explore both solo and 

partnered work to build endurance, stamina 

and powerful movement. Study the link 

between body and psyche to increase your 

resilience and reduce fatigue. 

(Intensity of conditioning will be adjusted based on individual
abilities)



• Bunk style shared accommodation 
sleeping up to 10 per room is provided

• Full bathroom & hot shower facilities 
attached to each sleeping block

• Participants will be required to bring 
their own sleeping bag and pillow 

Our camp is held in the Adelaide Hills on 
the picturesque and serene grounds on 
the banks of the Onkaparinga River. The 
site gives us many locations and 
opportunities for a wide variety of 
training experiences. An ideal location 
surrounded by nature to help focus on 
your training to unlock your power within. 



Basic clothing and personal items suitable 
for a Spring camp setting will be needed. 
Please bring a training knife (made of 
hard, not bendable material) as well as 
some clothes for clothing as a weapon 
class, and suitable swimming attire. 
A detailed packing list will be provided to 
all participants.

Three hearty meals will be served per 
day in a large hall style dining room. Each 
meal is prepared by a camp chef, plus 
snacks, fruit, tea and coffee are also 
available throughout the camp. Good 
sized healthy portions will ensure plenty 
of energy throughout the days.
*Please advise dietary requirements upon booking 



On Friday afternoon, 19th November, you 
have a choice to be picked up by bus from
Adelaide Airport or an Adelaide CBD 
location and take you directly to the 
campsite. Maps and directions will be 
provided for those who wish to drive 
themselves. On the departure day, 
Tuesday 23rd November, you have a
choice to be returned to Adelaide CBD or 
the airport in the morning by bus. The 
exact times and locations will be provided.

Weather in Mylor, South Australia in 
November is warm as it is Spring. Average 
Temp is 21 to 26 degrees C during the day
and cools down to 10 to 13 degrees C at 
night.



• Camp participants must be at least 18 years of age

• No special physical abilities are needed; however, the participants must be in a reasonably good 
health and physical condition. No experience is required

• No previous martial arts background is required

• The camp is suited to all levels of experience and all topics presented can be integrated into your 
existing martial arts



Contact
seminars@h2htactics.com
+61 438 879 714

Fees are in Australian Dollars (AUD) All participants will receive a 
complimentary seminar T-Shirt. 

Registered participants will receive more 
detailed camp information. 

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
$1000 (all inclusive)

Valid to July 31st 2021
Deposit of 20% to secure booking*

*Conditions apply. Spaces are limited. 

FULL PRICE
$1450 (all inclusive)

From August 1st 2021
Deposit of 20% to secure booking*

Payment arrangements are available

Watch
camp 
video

mailto:seminars@h2htactics.com
https://youtu.be/VaH9njwzny0


“Camp has been a fantastic opportunity to work on fundamentals, 
building on them through training and working on them over several days. 
I hope to take the feeling and experience back with me into my own 
training and everyday life” - David | ACT

“It’s so amazing training in this natural setting which really helped to 
compliment our breath work and the ability to cleanse and rebalance 
ourselves” - Lyn | SA 

“The concentrated nature of the camp has been influential in helping me 
move through sticking points in my current training whilst accelerating my 
development and growth. It’s an experience everyone should try.’ 
- Anthony | VIC

“I came here for a purpose to let go of some tension that I knew no other 
way of releasing and I can happily say it’s gone! Thanks to the relaxed 
environment, guidance and support I really got to know myself on a 
deeper level” - Freddie | NSW

“It’s like a combination of yoga, mindfulness, wellness breathing and 
fighting. It brings a level of insight into yourself and your wellbeing like 
nothing else. I highly recommend this to anyone!’ - Joshua | VIC

“Camp is such a release from everyday life. Spending days and nights 
surrounded by nature, being fully immersed and letting go of everything. 
Completely living the ‘system’ from dousing, breath work, stretching 
through to fighting. I can’t recommend it enough!” - Craig | SA


